
WK-Alu Stretch 
Color-coated stretched aluminium – the rational and economic  

system solution with all-over self-adhesive butyl adhesive

WK-Alu Stretch is a universal sealing 

tape for joints on walls and chimneys, 

rising components and diverse joints 

in the roof area.
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WK-Alu Stretch

l Function 

WK-Alu Stretch is a self-adhesive sealing tape made from stretched 
aluminium  with an elongation  of approx. 60 % in the roll direction. 
Thanks to is high elasticity, WK-Alu Stretch is easy to shape for all joints in 
the roof area and is ideally suitable for the diverse shapes of small-format  
roof elements. The highly-adhesive bonding layer on the underside ensures a 
reliable and lasting seal between the roof tiles and rising components.

l Installation 

Easy.  Fast.  Permanent. WK-Alu Stretch does not need any special tools. 
Apart from a tape measure, pencil and scissors, you only require a rubber 
pressure roller. WK-Alu Stretch is cut to the corresponding length using  
scissors and laid out roughly following the course of the roof. After pulling 
the covering film off the adhesive layer on the back, the material is pressed 
on. Once you have fixed the position, continue pulling off the covering film  
gradually, press the material down and stretch it up to 60 %, if required. The 
side joints are now firmly pressed down using the pressure roller. WK-Alu 
Stretch tapes can also be bonded on top of one another. When doing so, make 
sure that the aluminium is pressed smoothly onto the overlapping adhesion 
point with the pressure roller and is tightly joined to the substrate. Corner 
areas must be sealed with particular care. After adhesion of WK-Alu Stretch, 
the surface of the material is fixed with a standard aluminium rail, which should 
be firmly doweled and sealed with a permanently elastic sealant.

l Technical data

We expressly reserve technical changes serving product improvement.

Basic material:  Top aluminium EN AW 8021, soft, with 
  UV stove enamel finish, bottom PET film
Glue material:  Butyl strip material 1185, 290 mm x 1.2 mm 
Total thickness:  1.4 mm
Temperature resistance: – 30 °C to + 80 °C
Processing temperature:  + 5 °C to + 40 °C
Roll width:  300 mm
Roll length:  5 m
Colors:  black, red, brown, chestnut

Overlapping adhesion without any problem.
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Your IVT expert dealer:

WK-Alu Stretch detailed view of top.

Accessories:

WK wall  
connection bar

Plumbing screws, 
color coated
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